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PREFACE

Do you want to engage your target audience 
and other partners in the development of your 
communications strategy? 

THESE CARDS ARE FOR YOU!

These cards will help you to:

• Choose a theme to tackle

• Define your objectives

• Define your target audience

• Identify partners

• Choose the right communication channel

• Choose the right communication format 

Get started

“Calling all communicators!”
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The ‘Climate Change Communication Cards’ form 
part of Climate Asia, the world’s largest study of 
people’s daily experience of climate change in seven 
Asian countries.

The project aims to establish the best ways to 
use media and communications to provide people 
directly affected by their changing environment with 
the information they need to respond.

BBC Media Action conducted the research in 
2012 in Bangladesh, China, India, Indonesia, Nepal, 
Pakistan and Vietnam. With over 33,000 quantitative 
interviews, alongside focus groups and community 
assessments, a vivid picture has been built of how 
different people live their lives and react to changes 
in their environment now.

Climate Asia aims to enable anyone – from 
governments and donors to the media and NGOs – 
to develop their own communications to meet the 
public’s needs. 

We have designed a series of tools to do this, which 
alongside these cards include a fully searchable 
Climate Asia data portal, country research 
reports and methodology papers, and a guide to 
communicating climate change. All of these are 
available on www.bbc.co.uk/climateasia.

Background: 
Climate Asia
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Co-Creating 
Communications

These cards have been designed as a co-creation 
tool, which you can use with different groups of 
people to develop your communications strategy. 

Co-creation means working together with members 
of your target audience and other partners in a 
collaborative process. Experience has shown us 
that by collaborating with community members, as 
well as other people and organisations, it is possible 
to create more effective communications around 
climate change.

Communication of climate change has traditionally 
been top-down, often with the science of climate 
change being filtered down to those living with 
the impacts. This often results in communications 
that are confusing or out of touch with people’s 
everyday experiences. By instead taking a bottom-
up approach, it is possible to start from how 
people experience climate change on the ground; 
understand what their needs and priorities are; and 
look at how they can be best supported.

What do we mean by “co-creation”?

From insights to co-creation

Engaging wider partners

Taking a bottom up approach

Co-creation goes beyond gaining insight into 
your target audience’s needs. It is about actively 
engaging your audience in the creation of your 
communications strategy. In this way they will 
have more ownership of the resulting projects or 
programmes. Think about how you can develop 
communications “with” your target audience rather 
than “for” them, and how you can engage them in 
on-going dialogue.

Co-creation is not just about working with your 
target audience; you might want to engage a range 
of partners in a collaborative process. As with 
working with communities, there is a difference 
between consulting partners and actively engaging 
them. While partners are often approached to gain 
approval or buy-in, think about how you can go 
beyond this to get valuable input into your strategy. 
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How to use 
the cards

There is space on each card to translate 
the title into your local language. You can 
write or draw directly on them.

Use the blank cards to write or draw 
anything that is missing from a category. 
You could also print more copies of the 
blank cards to create your own unique 
set, for example using images tailored to 
the local context of your project.

These cards are best used in 
combination with the Climate Asia 
publication ‘Communicating Climate 
Change: What You Can Do’, which 
offers more in-depth guidance on 
developing a communications strategy, 
including practical tips and activities.

There are 6 categories of cards, representing 6 
elements of a successful communications strategy: 

• The themes you will tackle

• The objectives of your communication

• The audiences you will target

• The partners you will work with

• The channels you will use to
deliver your communication

• The formats you will use to
package your communication

Each of these categories contains a set of visual 
cards that represent choices you may wish to 
consider, as well as blank cards that you can use to 
add in anything that is missing.

If you have an existing project, you can use the cards 
to analyse what you are already doing and how 
you could evolve your communications strategy. 
Alternatively, you can use the cards to develop a 
brand new communications strategy. 

When using the cards, you can look at each element 
independently to tackle one particular aspect, or 
look at all 6 elements in combination to form a 
wider communications strategy. 

For each of the 6 categories, some ideas are given 
on how to use the cards within your team and to 
engage audiences and partners in your strategy 
development. You can also come up with your own 
ideas for using the cards.
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Using the cards 
within your team

Before using the cards with audiences and partners, 
you might want to start by using them within your 
own team. You can use the cards to analyse what 
you are currently doing and explore ideas for 
developing your strategy further, or to formulate a 
brand new strategy.

Lay out the cards on a table 
and “mix and match” them to 
visualise your communications 
strategy and experiment with 
new combinations.
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With your team, firstly look through the entire deck of cards to 
familiarise yourself with the content.  

Next, select a category and choose the card that best 
represents your project, i.e. what you are currently doing (if 
you have an existing project) or what you aim to do (if you 
are planning a new project). There may be multiple cards that 
reflect your project, however for now just pick the one that 
is most critical to what you want to do. Remember that there 
are blank cards that you can write on if you do not see a card 
that represents your project. Repeat this for all 6 categories, 
until you have 6 cards laid out that represent the very core of 
your strategy.

Now look through the cards again, one category at a time, 
and select all of the additional cards that represent your 
project. For example this might include multiple themes, 
target audiences and communication channels. When you have 
finished, lay the chosen cards out on a table or stick them on 
the wall so that everyone can see them. Discuss the cards 
among your team, considering:

• Why did you make these choices? 

• How do the different elements relate to   
 each other?

• Is this a complete picture or is there anything
missing? (use the blank cards to fill in the gaps) 

Finally, think about how you could evolve or develop your 
communications strategy further. What areas would you 
like to improve? For example, when looking at the ‘Partner’ 
cards, ask yourself “How do we currently work with this 
partner? How could we work with them more effectively?”
You can also revisit the rest of the available cards in order 
to brainstorm on how your strategy could develop. 
 
Ask yourself:

• Why didn’t you focus on other areas?

• Is there anything you want to do but   
 currently don’t?

• How would your strategy change if you added in
other elements?

If you decide to add any new elements, lay or stick these 
additional cards around your initial selection, building up 
layers to see how your strategy could expand.

Pick a card at random (for example, a 
partner, channel or format) and generate 
ideas around how to build this into your 
communications strategy.

ACTIVITY:
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Using the cards with 
audiences and partners

You might want to use the cards with your target 
audience to better understand their communication 
needs, or to engage partners in the development of 
collaborative projects.

In order to use the cards with audiences and 
partners, you will need to plan a meeting or 
session with them. It is recommended that you 
design this session to be as interactive as possible, 
with a two-way exchange of thoughts and ideas 
throughout. In this way you can truly involve 
audiences and partners in the development of 
your communications strategy, rather than simply 
gathering their feedback. 

Think about who you will invite to the session and 
why. What are you hoping to gain from them? Are 
you looking for insights, ideas, or both? If you decide 
that you want to invite members of your target 
audience, make sure that the participants you select 
are representative of the wider group that you wish 
to know about.

The cards work best in small groups, e.g. 5-10 
participants. In this way participants can interact 

Planning effective sessions

with the cards directly, for example ranking 
or sorting them. This is more empowering for 
participants, and more democratic as it allows you 
to get everyone’s input.

If you decide to hold a larger session, you could 
divide participants into smaller groups and use 
multiple sets of cards to run activities, or you 
could use the cards as a visual tool to facilitate a 
structured discussion with the entire group.

You should also think about where you will run the 
session and how long it will be. It is recommended 
that sessions are at least 2 hours in order to use 
the cards effectively. This will allow you to run 
2-3 activities using the cards, including a short 
warm-up activity and debrief. If you have more 
time, you can plan a half-day session or even a full 
day where you generate and explore ideas further 
with participants. 

Start sessions with an ice breaker 
or warm-up activity in order 
to create a relaxed and fun 
atmosphere for the session.
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Build in a short debrief at the 
end of sessions - what did 
participants think about using 
the cards? The feedback you gain 
will help you to improve your 
next session.

Choosing what cards to use

You do not need to use all of the card categories in 
your session. In fact, it is a good idea to be realistic 
about how much you can explore in the time 
available. For example, if you are planning to hold a 
session with your target audience, you might wish 
to focus on the themes that are most important to 
them; the channels they access and their preferred 
formats for communications. 

Moreover, you do not need to use every card 
from the categories you choose to include in your 
session. For example, if you decide to use the 
‘Format’ cards with your target audience to explore 
their preferences, you may wish to exclude formats 
that you know they are not familiar with or do not 
have access to (for example the ‘Social Media’ card 

may not be a relevant format for audiences that do 
not have access to the internet). However, if doing 
this be careful not to make assumptions about your 
audience. You might be surprised by some of the 
answers they give you!

The activities you design will depend on how you 
wish to engage audiences and partners and what you 
aim to get out of the session. You can use the  
cards to:

• Gain insights into the needs of
audiences and partners

• Gain feedback on your existing or
proposed communications strategy

• Co-create a new  
 communications strategy

For example, you can use the cards to gain insights 
into the communication preferences of your target 
audience, or the priorities of project partners.

If you already have a communications strategy in 
mind, you can use the cards as a visual aid to explain 
your proposed strategy to audiences and partners. 

Designing activities
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You can show them the combination of cards that 
represents your strategy and gain their feedback 
on the specific elements they like and don’t like.  

You could take this a stage further and carry out 
co-creation, asking audiences and partners if 
they would change anything about your strategy. 
You can invite them to play around with the 
cards, substituting or adding cards to evolve your 
communications strategy together.

You could even ask audiences and partners to 
propose their own strategy; picking one or more 
card from each category and combining these to 
form a communications strategy that they feel is 
ideal for the chosen target group (e.g. a reality TV 
programme for women covering water issues). 

Remember, you can also design your own 
way of using the cards. They have been 
created as a flexible tool that you can use 
in any way you feel would be useful! 

Activity 
ideas

You can use the cards for a mixture 
of insights, feedback and co-creation 
activities in one session.
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Choose a 
theme

You can use the ‘Theme’ cards to understand what 
themes are most important to your audience and 
partners. You might find it interesting to compare 
the priorities of different stakeholders. For example, 
do the themes your donor wishes to address match 
up with the themes that members of your target 
audience are most concerned about?

Theme /
Livelihoods
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Objective /
Awareness raising

Define your 
objectives

You can use the ‘Objective’ cards to understand 
what different partners are aiming to get out 
of your project. For example, does your target 
audience consider it more important to have 
access to information, capacity building or income 
generation? What outcomes do your project 
partners wish to achieve?

025
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Know your 
audience

You can use the ‘Audience’ cards to identify the 
audiences you should target. For example, you could 
visit your target community and ask them which 
specific groups need the most support. It could also 
be useful to use these cards with project partners, 
for example exploring which groups are already 
targeted by other projects and which groups still 
need to be approached.

Audience /
Farmers

027
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Engage 
partners

You can use the ‘Partner’ cards to identify partners 
that could help you to achieve your project 
objectives. Who do you need to work with in order 
for your project to be a success, and who could add 
value to your project? To focus your conversations, 
you can use the blank cards to add in the specific 
people and organisations you currently partner with 
or would like to partner with.

Partner /
Media
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Choose your 
channel

You can use the ‘Channel’ cards to explore the 
different channels available for reaching your target 
audience. For example, you might want to use these 
cards with your target audience to understand 
which channels they regularly access, how they use 
different channels and which channels they prefer.

Channel /
Television
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Choose your 
format

You can use the ‘Format’ cards to explore the 
different formats available for packaging your 
content. For example, you can use these cards to 
understand which formats your target audience 
prefers, or which formats your project partners 
have successfully used in the past.

Format /
Game

033
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When you have decided who you will work with 
and what you want to get out of the session, you 
can plan specific activities using the cards. Four 
models for using the cards are outlined below, with 
examples of how they might be used to inform your 
communications strategy.

Activity 
formats

When carrying out activities, 
make sure to follow up with 
probing questions. For example, 
why did participants select 
certain cards over others?

Before carrying out activities with 
audiences and partners, try them out 
within your team to “guess” what you 
think their answers are going to be. 
Afterwards, compare what you expected 
them to say with what they actually told 
you. Were your assumptions right or 
wrong? What surprised you? How do their 
responses affect your strategy?



In this activity, participants are given all of the cards 
from one category and asked to rank them in a 
particular order. For example, you could ask them 
to rank the cards in order of importance (i.e. on 
a scale from most to least important) or in order 
of interest (i.e. from most to least interesting). 
Alternatively, if participants find it difficult to rank 
all of the cards on a scale, you could ask them to 
pick their “top 3” most important or interesting 
cards from the chosen category.

CARD RANKING
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You can use the ‘Format’ 
cards to identify your target 
audience’s preferred formats, 
i.e. ranking the cards in order 
of most to least preferred. 
Follow up with a discussion 
to understand more about 
their preferences, for example 
asking participants to share 
real-life examples of formats 
they enjoy and explaining why 
they like them. 
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You can use the ‘Theme’ cards 
to identify the most important 
themes to address according 
to your participants. Use the 
results as a starting point for a 
more in-depth discussion. Why 
did they rank some themes as 
more important than others? 
How are different themes (e.g. 
water and health) connected? 



In this activity, participants are given all of the cards 
from one category and asked to sort them into two 
or more piles. For example, you could ask them to 
sort the cards into “important” and “not important” 
piles or “like” and “don’t like” piles. 

CARD SORTING
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You can use the ‘Channel’ 
cards to explore your target 
audience’s channel access 
and use. Ask participants to 
sort the cards into three piles 
representing channels they 
access all the time, channels 
they access sometimes, and 
channels they never access. Use 
the results as a starting point 
for a more in-depth discussion. 
How do they use different 
channels? Where do they access 
channels, and with whom? 
Which channels do they use 
to access information? Which 
channels do they trust most?
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You can use the ‘Format’ 
cards to identify your target 
audience’s preferred formats, 
i.e. sorting the cards into 
“like” and “don’t like” piles.  
As there are a lot of format 
cards this might be easier for 
participants than carrying 
out a ‘Card Ranking’ activity, 
however you may not get the 
same nuance of understanding 
into their preferences.



In this activity, participants are shown two cards 
from one category and asked to make a trade-off 
between them. For example, you could ask which 
of the two cards they prefer or which is most 
important. This can be an easier way of prioritising 
cards than showing participants all of the cards at 
once, and can spark lively debates.

You can use the ‘Audience’ 
cards to identify the 
most important groups of 
people to target with your 
communications. For example 
you could ask participants, “Is 
it more important to target 
farmers or government?”, 
or “Is it more important to 
target marginalised groups 
or community leaders?”. 
Again, use the activity to 
spark debate as well as to 
understand why different 
audiences are important to 
target and what their specific 
needs are.

TRADE-OFF
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You can use the ‘Objective’ 
cards to identify the most 
important goals for your 
communications according 
to your target audience or 
project partners. For example 
you could show them the 
‘Awareness raising’ and 
‘Behaviour change’ cards and 
ask, “Is it more important 
to raise awareness or change 
behaviours?”, or you could 
show them the ‘Capacity 
building’ and ‘Policy change’ 
cards and ask, “Is it more 
important to build capacity 
or change policy?”. Of course, 
the answer might be that both 
are important – the goal is 
to understand why different 
objectives are important and 
how you might prioritise or 
combine different objectives.

041



In this activity, participants are given cards from two 
categories and asked to match them to each other. 
For example, you could give participants a single 
card from one category and ask them to select 
multiple cards from another category that they feel 
would be a good match, or you can give participants 
all of the cards from two categories and let them 
match cards freely (note, it may be useful to have 
multiple sets of cards to run the activity in this way). 

You can use the ‘Objective’ 
and ‘Partner’ cards to identify 
how partners can help achieve 
project aims. For example, ask 
participants to firstly carry out 
a ‘Card Ranking’ activity where 
they identify the objectives 
they think are most important 
for your communications to 
achieve. Then follow up with a 
‘Card Matching’ activity where 
you ask them which partners 
could potentially help to 
achieve each of the objectives 
they identified as important. 

CARD MATCHING
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You can use the ‘Audience’ 
and ‘Channel’ cards to identify 
which channels are most 
appropriate for reaching 
different target audiences. 
For example, you can give 
participants one ‘Audience’ 
card (e.g. the ‘Youth’ card) 
and ask them to pick all of 
the ‘Channel’ cards this group 
has access to (e.g. ‘Television’, 
‘Mobile phone’, etc) and which 
is their favourite. Alternatively, 
you could give participants all 
of the ‘Audience’ and ‘Channel’ 
cards and ask them to match 
the best channel to each 
audience (e.g. ‘Interpersonal 
communications’ for ‘Farmers’, 
‘Print’ for ‘Donor community’, 
and so on).

043
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After sessions, make sure to debrief with your 
team to look at how the session went and what you 
learned. Make sure to record any new insights and 
ideas that you gained and discuss how you will build 
these into your communications strategy. 

Consider:

•  Were the cards useful for working with 
audiences and partners, and why?

•  Does the feedback from audiences and 
partners change anything about your 
communications strategy?

•  How else could you use the cards to 
engage your target audience and   
other partners? 

After 
sessions
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Purpose and usage 
The purpose of the ‘Climate Change Communication Cards’ (the 
“Cards”) is to enhance public access to and use of research and 
data compiled by BBC Media Action to interested parties on a 
not-for-profit basis. Users are encouraged to use and share the 
Cards with third parties and permission to reproduce, republish 
or translate the Cards for dissemination or teaching purposes is 
granted, provided that the Cards are not distributed for profit or 
commercial advantage. Any translations must include a disclaimer 
stating that BBC Media Action is not responsible for the accuracy 
of the translated version. Any commercial use will require the prior 
written permission of BBC Media Action. Unless otherwise stated, 
the Cards are copyrighted material of BBC Media Action. BBC 
Media Action reserves the right at any time and from time to time 
to modify, discontinue, temporarily or permanently, the Cards and 
any means of accessing or utilising the Cards at its sole discretion. 

Attribution and no endorsement
When using the Cards users agree to provide attribution to 
BBC Media Action in the following format: [Provided by BBC 
Media Action as part of Climate Asia – for more information visit 
www.bbc.co.uk/climateasia]. However users may not publicly 
represent or imply that BBC Media Action is participating in or has 
sponsored, approved or endorsed the manner or purpose of the 
use or reproduction of the Cards.

Disclaimer

No association
Users may not use any trademark or logo of BBC Media Action or 
the BBC without BBC Media Action’s prior written consent and 
without entering a BBC trade mark licence.

No warranties
The Cards are believed to be correct at the time of posting. BBC 
Media Action cannot guarantee the accuracy or completeness of 
the Cards, or any other information accessed through the website 
www.bbc.co.uk/climateasia. BBC Media Action and any of its officers, 
trustees, agents, employees, and sub-contractors, are not responsible 
for any errors or omissions or for results obtained from the use of 
this information and disclaims any representations or warranties 
of any kind, express or implied, including, without limitation, any 
warranty of fitness for a particular purpose or non-infringement, to 
the fullest extent permissible under any applicable laws.

Limitation of liability
Each person accessing information from the Cards assumes full 
responsibility for its use and understands and agrees that BBC Media 
Action is not responsible or liable for any claim, loss or damage 
arising from the use of or access to the information or the Cards, 
including, without limitation, any direct, indirect, incidental, special or 
consequential damages.

If you have questions about BBC Media Action, including permissions 
for reuse of the Cards or any information on the website, please 
email climate.asia@bbc.co.uk.
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Notes
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